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ABLE GALLERY  

 

Exhibition Conditions   

 

1. Artwork exhibited in the LAA Able Gallery must be socially acceptable to the general public, 

suitable for family viewing and of a standard for gallery display. 

2. Images of the proposed artwork may be requested for suitability assessment by the LAA 

Committee. 

3. LAA has the right to refuse or cancel any application without explanation prior to or during the 

exhibition period if the applicant does not meet any of these standards, requirements or conditions.  

4. Artwork is to be hung and displayed using the available equipment supplied by LAA (except by 

prior arrangement) in a safe and secure manner, ensuring WHS requirements are always met. 

5. LAA Able Gallery equipment, property and premises are always to be treated with care. 

6. LAA Able Gallery is available in weekly blocks from Thursday to Wednesday, inclusive of exhibition 

setup/demount periods. 

7. Food and drink can only be consumed on the decks and NOT in the gallery.  

8. Children must not be left unattended within the Logan Artists’ Property for their safety. 

9. The applicant is responsible for compensation for damages to LAA equipment, property or 

premises. 

10. LAA accepts no responsibility for damage or loss of artwork. The applicant takes full responsibility 

for the organisation and payment of insurance if required. The applicant hereby indemnifies LAA 

against all claims made through any act or omission made by the applicant or applicant’s 

representative/s. 

11. During the exhibition period, the applicant is responsible for opening and closing the gallery and 

toilet block (if appropriate). Information on how to do this will follow closer to the dates you are 

requiring. 

12. The applicant will also be expected to accept phone/email enquiries regarding their exhibition. 

13. The applicant is responsible for the sale of artwork, collection of monies and delivery of works sold. 

14. The applicant is not required to pay commission on any sales made during the exhibition period, 

although LAA is agreeable to accepting donations if the applicant is so inclined. 

      General enquiries   0400 165 767 
07 3200 8350 

Art enquiries   0400 165 767   
Pottery enquiries   0447 116 576 
Gallery enquiries   0419 001 796 
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15. LAA brochures and contact information is to be on display in the gallery during each exhibition 

period.  


